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Certainly, you also can make some system settings
at this page. And now we can follow the pictures to
learn more about the dashboard.

From following picture you can see the dashboard of
Vanmasoftware. From the dashboard page you can 
have a brief view of the locks, keys, and staffs’ job. 

Dashboard



At the above place, you will see some modules
that writes: Toggle Full Screen, Read data, and
Comm. (Communication) Status.

 
Toggle Full Screen is easy to understand that help 

Read data will be worked only when the Vanmakey
is connected. You can read the data from key to the
software easier.

 
And for the communication status please check the 
picture in the page.

user to get a better view of software.
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At communication status you can confirm if the 
Vanmakey is connected with the software in correct 
way. please check the picture in the page.

When the key is connected, the first green will be 
enabled, and only after you download the driver, the 
last two green will be enabled.

You can download the driver from following:
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Home: Dashboard
Approvals: Key usage (describe
later) Personal: Personal settings
System: System settings
Logout: Log out software

You can make some system basic settings from here.
And each button will redirect to a new page:

Please notice that the driver download is NECESSARY.
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Above is the personal settings page. You can modify
and make your account settings here. Password can
be modified here as well. 
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Following picture shows the system settings, it is avery
important page. 
Our official system is secured by a unique system code.
And all the keys and locks registered in this software
will 

 
key, the locks and the software cannot communicate 
each other)
Currently (in the picture) it is trail license, we strongly 
recommend you to upgrade after you get the software.

have this code inside. (if the system code is not same, the 
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At system setting page, 
you also can set a 
security email for get 
back forgotten 
password.

Another interest thing is “show customization”, you
can design your own logo and display it on your 
software. Is it interesting? Click it and have an 
exploration.
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We continue to see the next part of dashboard.

From the following picture you can have a statistics 
view of your unlocking status. You can choose 
different department.
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In above map, the red icon shows the lock 
position and the blue icon with a “2” inside means
there are 2 locks in that region, and if you want to 
learn more detail, you need to zoom in the map.

You also could see the lock place on the map, if you 
set a position for the lock when you make setting. 
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•Record--Unlock
•Record--Key usage/Key loss

Now the dashboard introduction is done, let’s 
move to next part.

Followings are the last 2 parts at dashboard page. 
From the left you could learn the latest unlocking 
record, while the right part shows the latest setting
records

And if you click more, the page will redirect to:
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Basic settings consists of 4 sections:
Department, Worker, User, Role. 
At the department settings, we can set the basic
information of different site.
Each department can add no limit subsets

The basic setting is the most important part when 
you start to use VanmaLock Management Software.

Basic Settings



In the worker list you will 
find different icons, which
stipulate the key type of 
each worker can use. 

worker can use App for 
getting unlock permission 
remotely. 

Worker settings is used for registering your
staff information in the software. 

Mobile Phone icon means 
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User settings defines the staff to visit your software. 
You could create different account to login your 
software. And choose the department your new user 
account want to check.

Role settings comes 
together with the user 
settings. Let’s go to the 
next part.

For securing your 
software and facilities, 
all accounts has a 
period of validity.
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Role settings provide a better 
way to manage your software 
and the access to each 
accounts. 

You could set different 
software operation permission 
for each role. And then assign 
this role to each new set users. 

Basic Settings
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KeyList

“Key List” function: Here you could check the
keys that you added, normal, using, damage, lost
could be checked clearly.



Add Key

“AddKey” function: It helps to register your Vanma
Keys into S7.0 software, you could name your keys 
here. 



Take Out Key

“Take Out Key” function: It is needed when you 
done all the settings and ready to unlock the lock.
Here you could make schedule. 



Blacklist

You could also recover from loss if you found the 

“Blacklist” function: It is useful when you lost
your keys, this setup will download blacklist to
locks for avoiding unnecessary loss.

lost keys.
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Lock List

“LockList” function: Here you could check the locks
that you added, name, department, status, 
operation… could be checked clearly.
Note: You also could replace the locks here.



Add Lock

“Add Lock” function: It helps to register
your VanmaLocks into S7.0 software, you
could name your locks here. 
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Key Usage

Note: Here you could also approve the temporary plan.

“KeyUsage” function: It helps to clearly check the 
specific situation of keys which consist using and revert.



Key Loss

“KeyLoss” function: It helps to clearly check
the specific situation of the key you lost.



Unlock 

“Unlock” function: It helps to clearly check the
specific situation of operating the locks, 
whether it is unlocked or not.



Lock Replace

“Lock Replace” function: It helps to clearly check the
specific situation of the locks which are replaced. 
(Lock Replace function is under Lock List)



Tips

“Filter Conditions” function: This function is
available under each function of the “Record”, you
can select the option you want to query specifically
here.



Vanmamanagement software is an access 
management that secure every lock, key and access. 
Providing situational awareness to improve your 
security with a system that combines the best of 
mechanical and electromechanical technology in a 
digital solution. Able to manage and track all your 
keys, personnel access rights and movement from a 
central location. The convenience of remote control 
and high-level security throughout your business 
anytime and from anywhere.

The End


